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-------- Doorgestuurd bericht -------Onderwerp:Prosecutor Int.Criminal court = murderer/terrorist
Datum:Tue, 02 Nov 2010 12:07:46 +0100
Van:d.e.stokkel <d.e.stokkel@online.nl>
Antwoord-naar:d.e.stokkel@online.nl
Aan:info@yemen-embassy.nl, press@greekembassy.nl.,
saudiembassy@casema.nl

Yemen, Greece, Australia, Germany, Ireland, New Zeeland,
Norway, Russia, Saudi Arabia, South africa, Sweden, UK, Scotland,

You - and other Secret Intelligence offices - receive the same
email I sent to the
Danish secret intelligence PET, today.

Danish secret Intelligence,
www.shl.dk builds the new Int.Criminal Court in The Hague in NL.
Perhaps they have already informed you on the fact that
ICC-prosecutor mr Luis Moreno Ocampo is a murderer.
He tortures & kills victims who start a lawcase against their own
supreme court & national politicians...on request of those
criminal politicians.
I am a victim he tries to kill.
FBI & Interpol are already working on it, although Secr. Gen Ronald K.
Noble of Interpol is a Greek = lazy & corrupt.
On www.desireestokkel.nl you'll read the letter of 7oct2010 in
the right table I received from ICC; this proves that they don't
investigate professionally...and want me to be killed by NL-criminals in
my private life.
Read my letter of 15 oct2010 to ICC, FBI, Interpol & Buckingham
palace.
When the President of ICC refuses to investigate on ICC-prosecutor mr
Luis Moreno Ocampo, this proves that he operates like a terrorist...too.
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Go to President's office on my site.
Letters of EU & UN, who want ICC to torture & kill victims on their
request.
Al Qaida knows very well who I am.
They attack EU, because EU-leaders are above the law.
In Afghanistan many people have been killed because of the fact ICC is
corrupt.
Turkey understands this very well.
So does Iran.
David Cameron proves to be a low-intelligent president of the
UK.
He can't accept Evolution & Evaluation = he refuses to implement the
truth about ICC in his security-policies.
Angela Merkel of Germany starts to talk like a fascist, to the example
of PVV Geert Wilders.
She causes terrorism in EU too, now she refuses to stop warcrimes
taking place within ICC itself.

ICC is a court in hands of mass-murderers!
I don't know yet..if there's a connection with Al
Qaida.
SHL-architects have to make their own decisions, but they take sides for
murderers...against the victims.
2 December2010 I shall write another letter to the ICC-president &
pre-chamber-judge, when they have ignored my letter of 15 oct2010.
Then shall I move on to the Terrorism-treaty...and explain to them that
they operate like terrorists, according to this treaty. This letter will be
sent to FBI & Interpol.
I need your assistance!
I can't stop terrorism-maker NL-parliament & ICC.
Neither can I stop EU José Manul Barrosso, EU Herman Van Rompuy
www.COE.int.
or EU-Justice commissioner Viviane Reding, who all want ICC to stay a
Lobby & Assasination-centre for their personal plans.
UN Ban Kimoon is in charge of warcrimes committed by ICC-employees.
NL-president Rutte, Ministers Verhagen& Opstelten...and Geert
Wilders have organized within ICC that the prosecutor refuses
to protect me...against crimes against humanity caused in my
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life by the Dutch supreme court. Middle-table on my site.
I can't stop war; I am still the only one in NL who can stop the fascistparliament Rutte.
Media prefers bomb-attacks above telling people the truth about
ICC.
Desiree Stokkel
www.desireestokkel.nl
When you don't want to receive my email, inform me on
d.e.stokkel@online.nl
d.e.stokkel@newlegalframe.com
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